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NOTES OF JUDGE R L B SPEAR ON SENTENCING

 

[1] Robert Bidois, you are for sentence on a number of charges following a 

defended hearing in this Court in October 2016: specifically,  

(a) cultivating cannabis,  

(b) possession of equipment capable of cultivating cannabis,  

(c) theft of electricity,  

(d) possession of a firearm (a shotgun) except for some lawful proper and 

sufficient purpose,  



 

 

(e) possession of explosives being 20 shotgun shells again except for 

some lawful proper and sufficient purpose and  

(f) breach of a protection order by having a firearm, a shotgun, under 

your control without reasonable excuse.   

[2] This was a Judge alone trial and the decision given on 20 October 2016 

explained the basis upon which you were found guilty of those charges.   

[3] Additionally there was a charge of driving whilst disqualified relating to  

9 August 2016.  You initially pleaded not guilty to that charge but changed your plea 

today to one of guilty.  There is also a charge of breach of Court bail in respect of 

which you pleaded guilty on 17 October 2016.  We will deal with those two matters 

now before we get back to the matters of which I found you guilty.   

[4] The disqualified driving charge is your third conviction for that offending.  

You know you are going to prison in any event so the only sentence I can impose 

upon you is one of imprisonment. Convicted. One month’s imprisonment and 

disqualified from holding or obtaining a driver’s licence for 12 months from today. 

[5] Breach of Court bail convicted and discharged.   

[6] What I want to tell you now is that neither of those two charges can be 

considered as adding to the penalty that I am about to impose upon you.  They are 

relatively incidental to the far more serious matters that were faced by you at the 

Judge alone trial.   

[7] You rented a property in Hamilton, in a very good area of Hamilton, and it 

was a well appointed home.  You turned it into a cannabis growing nursery and 

hothouse as I have explained in the decision.  You were able to undertake this 

cultivation operation without anyone being suspicious of what you were about and 

that showed that you went about this with a careful level of planning and an ability 

to operate a cultivation operation at a very sophisticated level.   



 

 

[8] The property at [address deleted] had not attracted attention at all until the 

evening of 24 March 2015 when you stumbled into a next-door property.  That 

property was occupied by [witness details deleted].  You appeared in their words to 

be “out of it,” strung out on some substance or other and they were able to turn you 

away.   However, you clearly upset them and so they got into their car and drove 

away from their property.  As they did so, they noticed you standing by a car parked 

outside the next-door property [address deleted] and then going onto that property.  

They rang the police who attended within a few minutes.  As I have explained in the 

decision the police had good cause to go into that property at [address deleted] and 

they quickly ascertained, from the smell of cannabis, that this was a substantial 

cultivation operation. They secured the property, left and returned the next day with 

a warrant to search the property.   

[9] The police found that two of the bedrooms had been converted into hothouses 

for the cultivation of cannabis.  One of the bathrooms was clearly used as a nursery 

where cannabis plants were cloned.   The large double garage was divided in two by 

a partition and a substantial growing operation was undertaken there.  In total, 239 

cannabis plants were located in five separate growing areas, the bathroom, two spare 

bedrooms and the two sections of the garage.  The bedrooms and the garage in 

particular had been fitted out with equipment designed to enhance the cultivation 

operation.  You had also managed to bypass the electricity metre box so that you 

were not paying for the extra electricity required to run the cultivation operation.   

[10] What can never be established in a case such as this is how many cultivation 

cycles had been undertaken by you prior to the police detecting it and closing it 

down.  It is clear, however, that at least one previous growing cycle had been 

completed.  Given the amount of time that you had rented this house, it would be 

surprising if more than one previous cycle of cannabis cultivation had not been 

undertaken by you.   However, you are not to be sentenced on suspicion, only on 

matters that I can accept as being properly established. 

[11] What I can say is that, on at least one previous occasion there would have 

been a cash crop for you prior to the police arriving on this particular night.  So, 



 

 

relating that to the theft of electricity, that would mean about $7000 worth of 

electricity had been stolen by you. 

[12] When the police searched the property they also found a cut-down shotgun 

that had been hidden down the side of your bed, against the wall.   You told the 

police that you had it for your protection.  They also found 20 shotgun shells.  That is 

a disturbing aspect to this case because clearly you had armed yourself with the 

shotgun for the purposes of defending your cannabis growing operation from anyone 

who might want to plunder it.  Whenever a drug dealer, and in a broad sense that is 

where you are, whenever a drug dealer employs deadly weapons such as firearms 

there must be a corresponding increase in the sentence simply because of the danger 

that the presence of a firearm causes.   

[13] You are for sentence for undertaking a cannabis cultivation operation as 

sophisticated as any that I have heard of I a house and which displayed a great deal 

of knowledge on your part as to the cultivation of cannabis.  Not only were extractor 

fans, heat lamps, reflecting material, fertilizer and suchlike all employed but you had 

also mastered the cloning of plants able effectively to operate a somewhat 

autonomous cultivation operation that did not require having to go out and obtain 

plants from others.   

[14] There has been some attention given to what the yield would have been.  The 

evidence I received and accepted at the trial suggested that the profit made by you 

from this operation would be anywhere between $70,000 and $1.7 million per 

growing cycle.  That has been finessed by Mr Pell in his submissions as between 

$102,000 to $822,000.   

[15] It is of course, as Mr Prentice has argued, difficult to be particularly exact in 

this respect hence the huge range between those profit margins that I have just 

identified.   However, I am satisfied that you would have been making at least 

$100,000 and probably more out of each growing cycle and that puts this cultivation 

operation right up there insofar as its level, sophistication and scale.   



 

 

[16] Counsel have argued that it is in the upper level of band 2 in the leading 

authority of R v Terewi1

[17] However, you had a firearm as well and, as I have mentioned, that aggravates 

this offending quite significantly.  Additionally there was a protection order in force 

against you at that time which would have emphasised to you that you were not to be 

in possession of a firearm at all in any event.   Just looking at those charges of 

possession of the firearm, possession of the shotgun shells and the breach of 

protection order, I consider that they warrants an uplift of 12 months against the 

sentence that would otherwise be imposed upon you.   

 but perhaps not right into band 3.  There is an overlap there 

between the top of band 2 and the bottom of band 3.   Whether it slips into one or 

stays with the other is of really no great importance because I consider this is fairly 

and squarely at the four year starting point level and that is having regard just to the 

offending of cultivation, possession of equipment and theft of electricity.  If you had 

just those charges to deal with, the starting point would have been four 

years’ imprisonment.   

[18] That brings me to an offending end point of five years or 60 months’ 

imprisonment.  I consider that that is a level appropriate for this offending in order to 

mark the seriousness of it, to express society’s outrage that someone has 

endeavoured to fund a criminal lifestyle in this way, to hold you fully accountable 

for what you have done and to deter you and others who might hear about this case 

from attempting to replicate your criminal endeavours in this respect.   In short, to 

ensure that people understand that it is not worth the risk. 

[19] Mr Prentice argues that there should not be any uplift for your previous 

convictions.  You do indeed have five previous convictions for possession of 

methamphetamine, needles and in one case back in 2011 cannabis plant.  Mr Pell 

seeks a more significant uplift but I consider that Mr Prentice is on relatively strong 

grounds in this respect.  Those were minor possession charges in the main and 

warrant only a relatively small uplift which I assess at three months.   

                                                 
1 R v Terewi [1999] 3 NZLR 62 (CA)  
 



 

 

[20] Mr Prentice also argues for a reduction because of the cooperation that you 

provided by way of admitting certain matters and allowing witnesses evidence to be 

read.  The case was originally set down for five days and it was completed in three.   

I accept Mr Prentice’s submission that the case would have gone for the full week if 

not into the second week if you had not made those concessions.  You are entitled 

under s 9(2)(f)(a) Sentencing Act 2000 to consideration for this and I fix that also at 

three months.  Mr Pell had argued that it should be only one month at best but I 

consider that that would be insignificant and would not mark the assistance or co-

operation that you clearly provided here and which enabled this matter to be dealt 

with within a reasonable time rather than an extensive period of time.   

[21] I am not going to add to the sentence for the breach of bail and the 

disqualified driving.   

[22] You have written to me.  I have a letter dated 6 December 2016 that was 

passed up to me today by counsel.  You have said that over the last seven to eight 

weeks that you have been in custody awaiting sentence, you have come to realise 

exactly where your life has been going.  You state that you had struggled with an 

addiction for years which you had not addressed and that you are now motivated to 

use the time that you are in prison to do courses that address those problems.   This 

so that when you are released you will be able to lead a good life.  I hope that is so.  

It is however easy to say that but your record speaks against you being able to 

maintain such a commitment.  In the end, the only way anyone can respect your 

claim to have changed your ways will be if, on release from prison, you are able to 

demonstrate that you are maintaining that commitment by remaining offending free.  

That is a matter for you.   

[23] I appreciate that you are upset at the harm that you have caused your family 

through their embarrassment, and that is as it should be, but you cannot possibly ask 

for credit for that.  You may be remorseful but whether that is more for the 

predicament that you now find yourself in or not is something that I cannot gauge.   

You have been a persistent offender over many years and nothing previously appears 

to have woken you up, to have shaken you out of a criminal lifestyle, and so we can 



 

 

now chart your steady progression through to quite sophisticated criminal activity by 

way of this cultivation operation. 

[24] Sentence: 

(a) Having regard to all those matters and taking the cultivation charge as 

the lead charge here you are sentenced to five years’ imprisonment. 

(b) For possession of equipment two years’ imprisonment. 

(c) Theft of electricity six months’ imprisonment. 

(d) Possession of the firearm 12 months’ imprisonment. 

(e) Possession of the shotgun shells six months’ imprisonment. 

(f) Breach of protection order six months’ imprisonment. 

[25] Mr Pell asked me to consider a reparation order and of course I am bound to 

consider reparation.  What has been established by the evidence is that you stole 

electricity at one time of approximately $3500.  Whether you are able to pay that or 

not it is a matter that I have no knowledge about but clearly you have assets and that 

was evident from the trial so I make a reparation order of $3500. The reparation 

order requires payment within three months 

[26] There will be an order of destruction of all the relevant items.   

 
 
 

Judge RLB Spear  
___________________ 
Authenticated pursuant to Rule 2.2(2)(b) 
Criminal Procedure Rules 2012 
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